SETTING UP

Budget for X
The Budget for X campaign engages expert NGOs to come up
with detailed budget proposals in key domain areas like
health, education, law and justice, environment, etc. With the
help of a knowledge partner and a host organisation, experts
in the domain are assisted in navigating the state budget
data and finding opportunities for improvement in state
spending.
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7a Individual NGOs reach out to their
partners, funders and collaborators
to garner support for their proposal

12a NGOs and others can further
track status of their proposals on the
government platform
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information like what happens in the backend before moving to the next step. Below is a legend

7b NGO reaches out to their
beneficiaries to garner support and
further refine their proposals
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which clarifies which stakeholder is represented by the coloured avatars.
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5a Capacity building for NGOs is
done through workshops and
webinars

6a Participating NGOs are invited for
a one day seminar to share their
draft proposals
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1a Knowledge Partner (KP) identifies
key Sectors with Government Reps
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2a Knowledge Partner (KP) and
government collaborate with a host
NGO

3a Knowledge Partner helps the host
NGO set up the budget4X hub for
their relevant area of intervention

8c Knowledge partner facilitates
discussion between departments
and NGOs for clarifications if any

8a Finance Department reviews and
sorts all proposals before sending
them for further processing
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r1 Knowledge Partner helps the host
set up the campaign website for
their focus domain

MISC CHARACTER
(Mentioned in the step description)
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r3 Knowledge Partner sets up the
campaign communication platforms
along with starter templates
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Proposals are checked again for
errors in tagging and factors like
popularity are factored in
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The revised and finalised proposals
are uploaded to the government
portal after the seminar is over.

r2 A set of resources like interactive
visualisations and data tables for the
campaign are made available.

r4 The knowledge partner helps the
host and participating NGOs navigate
the data using technological means
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9a Public notification of receipt of
suggestions and a brief summary of
assessment is issued
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4a NGOs working in the relevant
domain are invited to the
participatory budgeting forum

FOR NGOS

During the campaign, the proposals
are open for vote and the NGOs
incorporate changes based on
feedback from their stakeholders
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8b Curated proposals are sent to
respective departments for review
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Directorate of
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8d Departments return proposals
with comments and suggestions

BUDGET SPEECH
FOR LATER (4500)

8e Finance Department sorts these
into "feasible", "rejected" and "for
later"

8f Finance Department incorporates
feasible suggestions into upcoming
State Budget

10a The Finance Minister presents
the budget at the Legislative
Assembly

11a NGO receives copies of Govt.
reports and publications for review

